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Credit Matters VI – The Deep Dive

Diving into FMCG



Top 50 EU companies as at Dec.2015
Data supplied by Bureau van Dijk

Receivables
EUR mio

Sales 
EUR mio

EBITDA 
EUR mio

Employees

Airlines 29,072 148,767 34,924 594,651

Pharma. & 
Medical Dev. 63,069 329,313 86,038 893,823

FMCG 11,193 137,250 9,253 275,462

Automotive 70,066 1,149,271 101,518 2,814,514

TOTAL 173,400 1,764,601 231,733 4,578,450

Comparing European Verticals



Heat not burn
What is the temperature to heat the tobacco in a special device in order to release a 

flavorful nicotine-containing vapor but without burning it?

a) more than 600°C

b) 1000°C

c) 150°C

d) approx. 350°C



Forget the cowboy, welcome hummingbird !

PMI vision is to offer smokers a better choice:

products that deliver nicotine without the harmful smoke of cigarettes

nicotine-containing vapor, without burning

use of sophisticated electronics to heat tobacco

over USD 3 billion invested in R&D already

so far, 3 million smokers converted to a new product !

RRP = Reduced Risk Products



What does it mean for the company?

Company’s total transformation:

Completely new product category and sales strategy

Change of a customer structure and profile

Different approach to credit and collection

Flexibility and agility is a must!



Major Challenges for Credit and Collections

What makes our work more interesting:

Different customers mean different credit risk

More challenging to estimate the credit limit value for new product

Automated solutions needed to calculate limits, control the credit usage and perform collection

Growing volume of transactions complicates reconciliation and clearing of the accounts

Finance must be up to speed with business!



SSC as a Center of Expertise

PMI Shared Service Center in Krakow:

1630 employees overall, 950 in Finance

26 languages across 40 countries

More sophisticated and specialized services: 

Controlling

Treasury

Tax

Procurement sourcing

Credit control on 41% of total PMI’s revenue

Cash transaction processing & reconciliation representing 60% of total PMI’s cash

Building true center of expertise is a fact!



SSC bringing value!
PMI SCE role in business transformation:

Teams of professionals supporting market implementations

Central point to exchange information between markets, sharing best practices

Proposing specific solutions to the markets

System support & testing

Examples of questions from market FDs:

Do you think my customer structure is efficient?

How do we stand in EU region comparing to others?

How should I cooperate with my customers to improve collection?

What is the best model to implement RRP in my market?



Any questions?

Pawel Osuch

PMI Service Center Europe
+48 12 351 5535

pawel.osuch@pmi.com

Thank you
Source data supplied by


